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We Let Our Work Speak for Itself
Who are we?

Why are we?

We are a ‘not-so-traditional’, highly
efficient, transparent, and committed
modelling agency. At the heart of our
business lies our diverse approach to
model management. Ditching the
traditional concept of who is good enough
to be a model, we pride ourselves on
being one of the most diverse and creative
modelling agencies in Belgium.

We are here to turn your dreams into
reality. As aspiring models, we see millions
of faces struggling to get a chance to
prove their mettle. We act as a bridge for
aspiring models to use our platform and
show what they’ve got. We believe in
diversity and promoting diverse and
talented faces we discover.

Who are you?

How it started?

Have you always dreamt of seeing yourself
on huge billboards? Does walking on
ramp tempts you or still photography is
your thing? Don’t wait around anymore
and send your portfolio as soon as
possible.

It all started with a flicker to make a mark
in the fashion industry. And just when the
fashion industry transcended and
surpassed like never before, we decided to
provide a platform to all those wishful
individuals who take modelling as a
passion rather than profession.

New faces
Before we tell you what gems we have, remember it is never about the face only! We hoard
diverse, dynamic, and spirited faces who have what it takes to be a model. Our faces have
the instincts to break in the industry, work with professionalism, and look into the eye of the
camera with utmost confidence.

Enter the World of Your Dreams
Step into a world filled with charms, allures and fascinations. At Antwerp Models, we work
with dedication to find the new faces with a strong repertoire of both models and clients.
Following the footsteps of some of the industry giants, we strive hard to surpass the set
standards in order to make our mark. When it comes to unveiling new talent across the
boards, we have achieved a desirable reputation in the industry since our inception.

Your Journey
Have you been seeking for a kick-start to your modelling career? Look no more here and
there, because we have the perfect opportunity for you to begin your prosperous voyage.

Start your successful journey with us and see yourself reaching for new heights within
months.

